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Introduction
Transits to Angles
Location charts respond to transits very much like your natal chart. Although Jupiter, for
instance, may not be transiting your natal Ascendant right now, it is transiting your
relocated Ascendant somewhere, and that somewhere is likely where you'll easily get a
lot of extra attention and enhanced personal prospects if you go there or start doing
business with people there. The same goes for the rest of the planets, so you can
travel to seek or to escape their transits at the place of your choice.

Planets on Angles
Any planet on one of the angles (Ascendant, MC, Descendant, IC) of your relocation
chart will be greatly strengthened when you are at the place of relocation, very much
like if it were on the angles of your natal chart. If the Sun is on an angle, you'll have
more confidence; if Mars is there you'll have more energy, and so on. Moreover, you
don't have to actually go there to get the effect. Having a planet on a relocated angle
will accentuate that place for you even if you are only doing business with people there
over the phone. You have an accentuated quality to people in such places that you
may not have elsewhere.
Transit Uranus Sxt DS (Strong)
You can afford to push the envelope here for a year or two, because it won't really look
like you're doing it. Being leading edge is just going along with the crowd you'll fall in
with, so it won't seem so risky. Lots of interesting discoveries and engaging new
contacts are available, so don't be shy.
Transit Sun Sxt AS (Medium)
A couple of weeks of confidence in the way you appear here are in store, but it's
temporary and local, so make hay while the sun shines. Play off your personal
presentation and build support that you may need next month when your authority
could be challenged. Look good, and use it to look even better.
Transit Saturn Ssq AS (Medium)
You may have a bit of an uphill struggle here for the next year or so, as people will be
more demanding and less satisfied than usual and it will be up to you to fill the
disappointment gap. If you put out and don't ask for or expect immediate reward, it's an
investment. Don't look for short-term satisfaction.
Transit Venus Ssx IC (Medium)
People here are quite taken by your reputation for the moment, so take advantage of
the good press to cash in some chips and make a few more investments. A window of
a week or so allows for well-supported career moves here that may tide you over when
there's less of a free ride to be had later.

Transit Venus Sqr AS (Medium)
Attending to business and home affairs here may have you a little disheveled in the
next week or so. As a result, you may find it takes a little extra time and effort to look
your best or get noticed among the crowd. But first things first, and when you get to it,
you get to it. Priorities change, change with them.
Transit Moon On DS (Mild)
These couple of days could find you busy here, indeed, so it will be a good idea to
leave some extra time open in your schedule for unexpected commitments, meetings,
phone calls, and the like. A monthly high, it's a good time for personal appearances, as
all eyes will instinctively turn toward you, a readymade introduction.
Transit Mercury Ssx AS (Mild)
It's extra easy to get your message across to people here right now, because they'll
tend to come to you and make contact when they see you. A couple of weeks or so as
a facilitator can't hurt, and it's a good time to collect local contacts that you can use
later when they don't just drop into your lap.
Transit Jupiter On DS (Mild)
This year is the perfect time to be here for you, as you'll appear to represent the very
latest, newest, coolest thing happening around these parts. It's all about how you look
in person, so dress the part and perfect the lines that get the most applause. Next year
you cash in on it here and replay a similar game two time zones east of here. And, oh,
watch your weight.
Transit Pluto Sqr IC (Mild)
People here may not trust you to pull through when the going gets tough, even though
you actually can. For a few years, it will be up to you to prove that your track record
doesn't lie and any lies spoken about it are simply not founded. When pressure is
applied stand your ground, but don't risk all for others' benefit alone.
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